
Bob Maurer, who is a member of our Society and a chartered 

Engineer, has consistently maintained that from a Mechanical 

Engineer’s point of view the unrelenting tectonic movements and 

orogenic activities of the Earth cannot be adequately and solely 

explained by subduction via the omni-directional heated currents 

within the Earth’s mantle.

Bob offers an alternative analysis based on the forces associated with the 

rotational velocity of the Earth to explain supercontinent break-up followed 

by tectonic plate movements, subduction, and orogenic processes. This is in 

contradiction to current wisdom which accepts that the movement of a 

continental plate (CP) is the result of the ‘pulling action’ applied to it by the 

subduction of the higher density oceanic lithosphere (OL) as it descends 

below the CP.  The direction of the heated convection currents considered 

to cause subduction must vary over time and distance. It was this inability to 

reconcile the long term (Mya’s) unidirectional movements of tectonic plates 

in an omnidirectional convection current based force environment, that 

prompted Bob from 2002 to 2020 to analyse the constant forces generated 

by the rotational velocity of the Earth.

Robert Maurer, MSc, Ceng, FInstMC, FGS



Fig iii. Taken from Section 7: A mutual gravitational pull 

will exist between the centre of mass (COM) of the Sun 

and that of the newly accreted planet Earth. For planetary 

rotation on its own axis to be initiated, the planet’s COM 

must be pulled off-centre to provide leverage for a torque 

force.

By considering the Earth as an unbalanced rotating body with an offset centre of a mass (COM) it

was possible to develop equations to quantify the magnitude of the circumferential tensile stresses

developed in the Earth’s rim as a function of the distance between the COM and the centre of rotation

(Radius of Eccentricity). In doing so this treatise will principally demonstrate that there is a separation

of the forces acting to influence plate tectonics:

(A) The forces responsible for the break-up of a supercontinent, separately from

(B) The forces initiating and sustaining subduction.

Furthermore, the radical approach taken allows for the concept of ‘momentum’ to a moving

continental plate (CP) to be introduced into this field of study. In this manner, it is possible to offer

alternative explanations to the Hess heated circulatory convection current system, presently used to
describe tectonic plate movements and subduction.



The Separate Forces for 
Supercontinent Break-Up and Subduction

Fig iv. Taken from Section 12: 

Circumferential tensile forces cause the break-up of a 

supercontinent. The movement of the continental plates 

initiates and sustains the process of subduction.



The Rotating Earth and Plate Tectonics: The Shaping of Planet Earth by its Rotational Velocity: Amazon.co.uk: 
Maurer, Robert: 9798804710508: Books

2nd Edition now available on Amazon

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rotating-Earth-Plate-Tectonics-Rotational/dp/B09XZMPRCZ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3DOO250HZ28LO&keywords=plate+tectonics+earth+robert+maurer&qid=1658345295&s=books&sprefix=plate+tectonics+earth+robert+maurer%2Cstripbooks%2C51&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rotating-Earth-Plate-Tectonics-Rotational/dp/B09XZMPRCZ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3DOO250HZ28LO&keywords=plate+tectonics+earth+robert+maurer&qid=1658345295&s=books&sprefix=plate+tectonics+earth+robert+maurer%2Cstripbooks%2C51&sr=1-1
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